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Abstract 
We give an overview of COVERS 3.0 - an MS Windows- 
based modeling and simulation environment for 
concurrent real-time systems. COVERS offers an object- 
oriented modeling methodology based on C-F+ and 
Statecharts behavioral notation. Timed Transition 
Systems are used as a model semantics. COVERS 
enables the user to perform the whole modeling and 
simulation cycle within a single graphical environment, 
where every bit of the specification is animated and 
accessible. Extendible libraries of frequently used 
objects are supplied, as well as models of classical 
systems for educational purposes. COVERS 3.0 is free 
software available over the Internet for non-commercial 
use. 

1. Introduction 

The domain that we consider in this paper includes 
systems of various nature and scale that can be 
characterized as 

. Non-terminating 

. Continuously interacting with the environment 

. Having discrete, event-driven behavior 

. Consisting of concurrent interacting components 

. Having timeliness an important design issue. 
Among others, this domain includes: 

. Distributed algorithms and applications 

. Client/server systems 

. Communication systems 
l Computer systems and components 
. Networks 
l Real-time control systems 

The designer of a such a system can benefit from using 
its executable model throughout the whole design cycle 
in several ways. At the first place, the model will help to 
overcome the “sequentiality” of human’s way of thinking 
and to understand what actually happens in the complex 
concurrent system. Specific correctness issues, such as 

. Deadlocks 

. Starvation 

. Racing 

. Critical sections 

. Real-time temporal properties 
can be tested as well as the general functionality. And of 
course, the designer can investigate the system 
performance, including 

. Response times 

. Message latencies 

. System throughput 

. Resource utilization 
In particular, for distributed software applications the 

executable model will allow to predict the effect of 
deployment topology on the application performance and 
find out how good does the application scale. 

2. Motivation 

The today’s user has a choice of several commercially 
available tools supporting modeling and simulation of 
concurrent real-time systems, BONeS Designer [I], SES 
Workbench [2], OPNET [3], Statemate [4] being the 
most known. Each tool offers some modeling framework: 
[block diagrams + resources f finite state machines] in 
BONeS, [transaction lyfecycles + resources] in SES, 
[network topology + network node structure + finite state 
machines] in OPNET, [module charts + activity charts + 
statecharts] in Statemate. 

While based on some useful ideas, these frameworks 
are overloaded with special non-standard notions, which 
makes it hard to integrate modeling and simulation into 
the system design process. None of the frameworks meet 
the modern requirements of complex system engineering, 
like object-orientation or reusability of components. Last, 
but not least, the mentioned tools are typical UNIX 
monsters: expensive, run on expensive machines, trying 
to be self-complete and, as a result, incompatible with 
anything. 
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Having been doing consultancy in modeling and 
simulation for several years, we found ourselves 
completely dissatisfied with the existing approaches and 
tools. At St.Petersburg Technical University we started 
COVERS project, the goal of which was to develop: 

1. Open, flexible object-oriented modeling 
methodology based as much as possible on 
commonly accepted standards and having 
minimum special notions. 

2. Graphical simulation tool with intuitive user 
interface running on highly available platform to 
support this methodology. 

This paper considers some results we have by autumn, 
1996. The preliminary results regarding the model 
semantics can be found in [7]. 

3. COVERS 3.0 modeling methodology 

The main building block of a COVERS model is 
called active object, or simply object. Objects are 
independent concurrently-active event-driven logical 
machines. Depending of the level of abstraction, object 
can represent, for example: 

. Piece of hardware 
l UNIX process 
. Human user 
. WAN link 
. Client or server 
. Physical object 

The basic mechanism of object interaction is message 
passing. (Shared variables and RPC are modeled on top 
of it.) Whenever an object wants to send or receive a 
message, it is done through a port. The set of ports 
comprises the object interface. 

3.1 Object internal structure 

We have borrowed some elements of the graphical 
notation for the object internal structure and the 
corresponding terminology from ROOM approach [9]. 

Objects may contain other objects to any desired 
depth. The encapsulated objects run concurrently with 
each other and with the container object. They can export 
their ports to the container object interface. 

Figure I shows the internal structure of a simple 
Server object. Server contains objects representing two 
hardware resources, CPU and RAM, and two software 
processes which access these resources. Whenever a new 
transaction arrives at LocalPort, the server activates 
Main object. The latter creates a new instance of Process 
object. Process executes the transaction (i.e. accesses 
CPU and RAM and, probably makes a remote request 

through a WANPort), replies to Main and then deletes 
itself. 

Container End ~oti 

MainPort 

obj 

Relay 
Port 

/ 
WANPort 

Encapsulated Replicated 
object of class TResource object 

Figure 1 internal structure of a simple server 

This example shows two important features of 
COVERS model: 

Replication of objects. Replicated object represents a 
collection of objects of the same type connected 
the same way. A port of a replicated object is 
equivalent to a collection of ports of all object 
copies. 

Dynamic creation and destruction of objects. Any 
object can be created and destroyed while the 
model is running. 

3.2 Object behavior 

Object behavior is a part of the object specification 
that answers the question: when and how does the object 
react to the external events and conditions. In COVERS 
the behavior is described in the form of a sequential 
statechart. 

Statecharts (an advanced state-machine notation 
introduced by David Harel’s [6]) are accepted as object 
behavior specification technique by almost all leading 
00 design methods, including the Unified Method [8]. 
COVERS supports hyperstates, conditional branching of 
transitions and history states. To illustrate convenience 
and expressive power of statecharts, we show COVERS 
model of the behavior of IOOVG station (a part of the 
Demand Priority protocol, IEEE 802.12 standard), see 
Figure 2. 

When the station is switched on, it first executes some 
Training procedure (details not shown) and, having 
successfully identified itself, comes to an active mode, 
represented by Active hyperstate. While the station is 
active, it can be either Idle, or sending/receiving 
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information. If it is Idle and doesn’t have any user’s 
frames to send, it is in the No Frame state waiting for 
new frames. When a new frame comes (transition New 
Frame), station goes to the Frame Ready state and waits 
for a Grant from the hub. If the Grant comes, the frame 
is transmitted and the station returns to the No Frame 
state. At the same time, no matter whether there is user’s 
frame ready or not, the Incoming signal may come (the 
corresponding transition exits the Idle hyperstate and 
thus works for both No Frame and Frame Ready states). 
After the reception is finished, the station returns to 
where it had been when it was interrupted by the 
Incoming signal. This is modeled by the history state 
within the Idle hyperstate. 

Woddna 
* 

Idle 
1 

, 1 

‘7 
Figure 2 Behavior of IOOVG station 

At any time during the station operation, it can crash. 
This is modeled by the Crash transition exiti% Working 
hyperstate. After Recovery it comes back, and, following 
the initial state marker, starts the training procedure. 

3.3 Data objects 5. COVERS 3.0 environment 

Object data members, member functions and data 
classes used for inter-object communication are specified 
in C++. 

4. Model semantics 

COVERS model has a formally defined semantics 
based on Timed Transition Systems [5] and is fully 
executable. Timed Transition Systems extend simple and 
economical interleaving approach to real time. There are 
two types of steps the model can make: time steps, during 
which the time progresses, but the model state remain the 
same, and event steps when the model state changes 
instantly, see Figure 3. This allows us to handle correctly 
subtle aspects of concurrent system behavior, such as 
nondeterminism or racing. 

events 
time 

I I I I I ) 
0.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 25.0 

Figure 3 Semantical model 

In the situations when two or more events are 
scheduled exactly at the same time (like A,B,C and 0) 
most of the simulation tools will always choose the first 
(in some deterministic order) alternative. COVERS will 
either make a random choice, or, in the interactive mode, 
leave it to the user. This ensures that a bigger part of the 
system state space is covered by a simulation, so it is 
more likely that an undesirable behavior is detected. 

In general, the formal semantics gives clear answers to 
the questions like: 

. Why does nondeterminism appear, and how should 
it be treated during the model execution? 

. Which actions are atomic and which are not? 

. What is done instantly and what requires non-zero 
time? 

. What is the semantics of communication of the 
model components? 

l What comprises the global state of the model? 
which are important in the system domain we 
investigate. 

After the user inputs the system specification, 
COVERS generates a C++ code, where object and port 
types also become C++ classes. The following code, for 
example, will be generated for Server object Figure 1: 

class TServer: public TObject 
( 
public: 

TServerO; 

void SetupO; 

TInOutRelay* wANport; 
TInOut< TTransaction >* MainPort; 
TInOut< TTransaction >* LocalPort; 

TVectorP< class TProcess > Process; 
class lT.E?source* RWI; 
class TMain* Main; 
class TTimeShareResource* CPU; 
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I; 

TServer : : TServer ( 1  

setupo; 

void TServer::Setup() 

int i, count; 
WANPort  =  new TInOutRelayO; 
MainPort =  new TInOut< TTransaction >(); 
LOCalPOrt =  new TInOut< TTransaction >(); 
count =  ( 10  ); 
for ( i =  0; i <  count; i++ ) 

Process.Add( new TProcessO ); 
Process[il->SetReplicated(); 

RAM = new TResourceO; 
Main =  new TMainO; 
CPU = new TTimeShareResource(); 
// connect ports 
for ( i =  0; i <  count; i++ ) 

Main->ProcessPort-XZonnect( ProCeSS[i)->POrt ); 
Process[i)->Port->Connect( Main->ProcessPort ); 

RAM->Port-xonnect( Main->-Port ); 
Main->RAMPort->Connect( RAW>POrt  ); 

// etc. 

This mapping into C++ makes the modeling 
technology very flexible, providing, for example, for 
construction of template object classes, i.e. those 
parameterized with the classes of other objects. 

Before the whole C++ code (generated code and user 
code) is compiled, the user is allowed to modify it, so that 
arbitrary complex model structure or functionality can be 
achieved. 

5.1 Interactive mode l execution 

COVERS enables the user to perform the whole 
modeling and simulation cycle within a single graphical 
environment. During the interactive execution every bit 
of the graphical specification is animated and is 
accessible by the user, so that model debugging and 
analysis is done in terms of the original specification. 
COVERS highlights object interaction, current states and 
active transitions. Message queues, event lists, active 
timers are shown and controllable. COVERS collects and 
displays statistics for each piece of the model, e.g. for 
sojourn time in a state, queue length in a port, inter- 
firing interval of a transition. 

Traditional debugging tools are also available in 
COVERS environment, such as 

. Inspect 

Figure 4  Interactive model  execut ion 
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. Breakpoints 
l Break conditions 
l Logs. 

Figure 4 shows COVERS during the interactive 
execution. 

5.2 Statistics collection and reporting 

COVERS 3.0 C++ class library includes: 
. Generic parameter class 
. Classes for statistics collection and reporting for 

both discrete and continuous statistics 
l Data set class 

Any model parameter can be specified by the user as 
iterated through a set of values. COVERS will perform 
as many simulation runs as required in order to cover the 
whole parameter space. 

Several kinds of plots can be obtained using COVERS: 
an observable value versus simulation time, observable 
value versus iterated model parameter, etc. COVERS can 
build plots itself or export data sets to other applications, 
such as MS Excel. 

When graphical debugging is no longer needed, 
COVERS can produce a fast 16 or 32 bit no-GUI 
executable. This executable can be used for serious 
statistics collection in long simulation runs. 

5.3 Libraries of objects and models 

The libraries of frequently used objects is supplied 
together with COVERS. This includes 

l Resource models 
. CPUS 
. Memories 
l SCSI devices 

l LAN models 
. Ethernet 
. lOOBase VG 

. Protocol models 
. Sliding Window 
. TCP 
l IP 

. Various generic queues, channels, servers, etc. 
For educational purposes we provide a number of 

classical examples of concurrent systems: 
. Dining philosophers 
. Mutual exclusion 
. Distributed algorithms 

. Distributed termination 

. Clock synchronization 

. Leader election 
. Concurrency control in distributed databases 

. Two-phase locking 

. Wound-wait 
l Multicast protocols 

l ABCAST with Lamport’s linear time 
l CBCAST with vector time 

and other models. 
All models are available in the source code and can be 

easily modified and extended. The user can create his 
own libraries of reusable components for future design 
projects. 

6. Conclusion 

We have outlined the modeling approach and a tool 
with the following features, which set it apart from the 
existing packages, such as BONeS Designer, SES 
Workbench, OPNET or Statemate: 

Object-oriented. COVERS supports object-oriented 
modeling methodology and provides for building 
hierarchical object models of arbitrary complexity 
and scale. 

Statecharts. COVERS supports Statecharts, an 
advanced notation for object behavior, accepted by 
all leading 00 design methods, including the 
Unified Method. 

C++. COVERS model is completely based on and 
mapped into C++ - a standard, well-known 
language. 

Formal semantics. COVERS simulation engine is 
build according to the formally defined semantics 
and treats correctly subtle aspects of concurrent 
system behavior, such as nondeterminism, 
atomicity or racing. 

Open. COVERS is 100% open at the level of the C++ 
code it generates from the user specification, 
allowing an the user to construct models of 
arbitrary complex structure and functionality. 

Extendible libraries. The library of frequently needed 
objects is supplied with COVERS and can be 
easily modified and extended. 

Cheap platform. COVERS runs on cheap, highly 
available platform: 486 or Pentium processor 
running MS Windows 3.1, Windows 95 or 
Windows NT. 

User-friendly. COVERS enables the user to perform 
the whole modeling and simulation cycle within a 
single graphical environment where every bit of 
the specification is animated and accessible. 
COVERS offers as much comfort as Borland or 
Microsoft C++ development environments. 

COVERS 3.0 with libraries and examples is available 
free over the Internet for non-commercial use. Watch our 
site: http:Ndcn.nord.nw.ru. 
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